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Abstract 

The purpose of this project is to design and construct a cob structure located in the Crum Woods. 

The structure would serve as a place of meditation and contemplation where the occupants could have the 

opportunity to connect with nature. In this report you will find the design procedures I followed in order 

to construct a structure that can be safe and resilient as much as it can be grounding and peaceful. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 About Cob 

Cob is a fonn of unbaked earth construction. As a material it is a combination of water, 

clay and sand with added straw to bind it together and increase its tensile strength. Even though 

the the name cob is a tenn coined in late medieval England, examples of cob structures can be 

found in earliest pennanent human settlements about 10,000 years ago in a wide range of 

geographical locations such as Northern Europe, the Middle East, parts of East Asia and 

America. [1] Unlike most building materials such as fired brick, adobe and wood, cob structures 

are a single monolithic structure, shaped by hand and require no external frame or extra binding 

material such as mortar or cement. 

Cob is also one of the most sustainable building materials available "Imagine a building 

material that can be dug from or near the site; needs only the addition of locally grown straw, 

locally sourced aggregate and water; can be mixed with your feet and built with your hands. And 



when the building is no longer needed, it can fall to the ground, ready to be re-used by the next 

generation of natural builders. This is cob. "[3] 

1.2 Purpose of the project 

4 

My main goal with this project is to apply and expand the knowledge I have gained in my 

time in Swarthmore by investigating a new interface with which one might interact with nature. 

By building a cob structure that is located at the interface point between civilization and nature I 

hope to create a space that will serve as a place for meditative contemplation. 

My vision is that this hut continue to evolve with time both in purpose and in aesthetics as 

new dwellers add their visual marks on the structure which could be in the form of painting the 

walls or adding clay reliefs on the walls. Through this change I hope to challenge the stagnancy 

we associate with buildings in modern days and reconnect with the constant change that is 

omnipresent in nature. Also by creating a structure that is shaped by hand using mundane 

materials and improving it with modern engineering methods to ensure safety and longevity I 

hope to create a new human experience of dwelling. 

I would also like to further explore the theme of connection between the builder, building 

and the act of dwelling. We humans are builders, we have been manipulating our environment 

for survival. However we are not unique in this regard. Many animals, such as bees, ants and 

even beavers can create shelters that can often rival human shelters in complexity. What makes 

us unique is to give meaning to what one is building, to explore and seek meaning in each action 

and construct not only physical structures but a whole world of meanings to dwell in. [9] Ability 

to create is what sets us apart from other animals and by exploring this creation and applying to 

something as fundamental as shelter I hope to gain a new perspective on the human 

experience[ 4} 
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1.3 Location 

The structure is located in the Crum Woods at Swarthmore College. This particular site 

was exceptionally suitable for this project because of an existing bench made ofunmortared masonry. By 

incorporating this structure into an already existing structure, I was able to minimize the disturbance in 

the Crum Woods fragile ecosystem. 

Crum Woods 

Crum Creek lamb-Miller Field House q , 
Image! : Show the location of the project 

\ 

Fieldl 
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Image 2: Location ofthe project prior to construction. 

1. 4 Realistic design constraints 

Permission: 

Since the site is located in the Crum Woods, I presented my idea to the Crum Woods Stewardship 

committee who advised me on several points on how to minimize the impact on the woods and ultimately 

allowed me to proceed. 

Cost and Materials: 

Cob, by its nature consists of fairly inexpensive albeit difficult to transport materials such as soil, 

sand and stone. I was able to source stone and soil locally thanks to Swarthmore College Grounds 

Department. Sand, straw and wood were purchased from local sources and since they are relatively 

inexpensive materials I did not exceed the allowed budget for the project. 

1m plementation: 
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Construction was a learning process for me. I had no prior experience with the practical aspect of 

building. However, since cob is material one can learn to build with while doing it I was able to become 

much more efficient. I was also lucky enough to have friends volunteering their labor constantly 

throughout to project which made cob construction on this scale possible. 

For the roof! required more help but with the help of my advisors and the Engineering 

department machinist J. Johnson I was able to learn enough about carpentry to be able to implement the 

project. 

2. Theory and Design 

2.1 Architectural inspirations 

The reason I decided to build a circular building is that in modem industrial society buildings are 

often in rectangular form whereas in nature itself round shapes are more common.! wanted to explore an 

alternative approach and try to replicate a more natural form by deciding to build a round structure. 

The existing on-site bench (see image 2) was also conducive to a round building. I simply 

extended it and created a circular footing for the structure. Besides the practical benefit of saving some 

work hours, this helped the existing bench to connect seamlessly with the structure and created a sense of 

continuity. 

Immediately opposite to the entrance I have placed a small sacred space on the wall in the form of 

a niche. This architectural feature was inspired by the Mongolian yurt, which manages to create distinct 

spaces without the use of interior walls due to careful placement of both sacred and mundane objects[lO] 

I have decided to not include a door that can be closed. Through this I hope to create an inviting 

space for all those who wish to use it. Instead I delineated the transition between the exterior and the 

interior through the use of a wide threshold. I have also kept the height of the door opening low as to 

invite those who enter to bow and show respect. This architectural feature is found throughout the world 

but I was particularly inspired by the medieval madras as of my homeland in Turkey. 



2.2Materials and Specifications 

2.2.1 Design Specifications and Documents 

Throughout this project I have relied on ASCE 7: Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and 

Other Structures 2002 for calculating load combinations and other general structural questions where 

applicable. 

In order to analyze the foundation I have used the international Residential Code 2009 as 

developed by the International Code Council. 
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Since cob is not present in readily available structural codes, I have attempted to create a simple 

yet rational method to analyze its performance in section 2.2.2 

For the wood, I have used American Wood Council National Design Specifications 2015 . AWC 

Manual 2015 and AWC NDS Supplement Design Values for Wood Construction 2015. 

2.2.2 Maximum allowable design value for Cob 

. My first step was to design an experiment in order to measure the compressive 

strengths of various cob mixes. Thus I have made samples with varying mixtures of sand 

and soil and tested their performance in compression. 
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Image 3: A cob sample under compression 

Mix type by Sample ID I Failure Load Failure Stress 

mass Weight(lbs) (lbs) 

± 
(PSI) 

----< 

%50 Soil 
I 

1-1 ~ 13.338 l 5690 158.3 
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~ 

% 50 Sand 1-2 13.5584 6610 183.6 
---+-

1-3 13.9994 5770 160.3 

%60 Soil 2-1 13.5584 5630 156 
---+ 

% 40Sand 2-2 13.0073 5260 146.1 
-----+-

2-3 13.338 5900 163.9 

%70Soi1 3-1 12.7868 5210 144.7 
---+ 

% 30Sand 3-2 12.3459 5040 140 

I- ---+-

3-3 13.0073 5390 149.7 

Table 1: Shows the Failure load and stress of each cob sample tested 

Since in the actual construction it is less likely that cob will be as tightly packed and its actual mixture is 

as strictly controlled it is prudent to use the weakest sample we have tested in order to get an allowable 

design value. 

Thus Allowable design value for Cob is 140 psi in compression 

2.2.3 Design Values for Wood 

I have chosen to use Southern Pine because of it availability. 
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Table 48 Reference Design Values for Visually Graded Southern Pine Dimension Lumber 
(2" - 4" thick)1,2,3,4,5 

(Tabulated design values are for norrnalload duration and dry service conditions, unless specified 
otherwise. See NDS 4.3 for a comprehensive description of design value adjustment factors.) 

USE WITH TABLE 48 ADJUSTMENT FACTORS 

Species Bod cOllm_ci"l Size 
para llel pa,allel I"'flH'Ildicular .,... .. lIel SpecifIC 

gn.de cllISsification 
Bending 10 grain tog,"';11 to grain 10 grain i i Gravity' 

G 

'.N> 1,650 m "" '.'" l,800,1XII """'" '." 1,450 m .., '.000 1,600,000 ""." '.ffiO 1,100 m "" 1,750 1,800,000 ""." 
2' - 4' .,..;00 '."" "''''' m '" '." l,600,1XXI ""." , ... 

'.m '" m "" '." 1,400,000 510,000 

'."" '"' m "" '."" 1.600,1XXI ""." 1,100 '" m "" '."" l,400,1XXI 510,000 , .. "" m .., 1,450 1,300,000 470,000 

Image 5 : Excerpt from Table 4B of Awe NDS Supplement Design Values for Wood 

Construction 2015. 

Use Select Structural Southern Pine 

Maximum design stress for bending i b = 2350 psi 

Maximum design stress for compressionic = 1900 psi 

Maximum design stress for sheariv = 175 psi 

2.2.4 Load combinations 

Using the Load combinations as specified by ASCE 7 02 

1.2D+ 1.6 L+ O.5S~ Factored Load (PSF) 

"Where D is Dead Load 

L is Live Load 

S is Snow Load 

Calculating distributed load due to dead load: 

Grading 
Rules 

Agency 



Assuming 2x4' s are 40 1bl ft2 

Image 6: Shows the tributary area supported by a rafter 

Tota11ength of wood= 11. 67 ft 

Assuming 40 1b/ft =466 1b dead load 

And the tributary area is 9 ft2 

Dead load is 51 psf 

Live load is assumed to be 40 psfin accordance with ASCE 7- 02 specifications 

12 
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Image 7: Excerpt from ASCE 7-02 table 7-11 showing GrOlmd Snow loads in Northeastern US as given 

by ASCE 7- 02 

Ground snow load in the Philadelphia area is 25 psf 

And since 1.2D+ 1.6 L+ 0.5S= Factored Load (PSF) 

Factored Load= 137.7 PSF 

This is equivalent to the the distributed load of 226 Ib/ft 011 each rafter 

Please note that since rafters are the most likely members to fail due to their length and tributary area only 

they are analysed in this section. 



2.2Structural Design 

2.2.1 Cob design 

2.2.1.2 Calculating maximum stresses on Cob 

I 

, -

--!--I-
. 

-, 
J -

Image 8 A cross sectional sketch 0 f the wall 
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The highest stress is expected to fonn immediately under the roof support (marked by red in 

image 8). This is because the entire weight of the tributary area shown in image 6 rests here on with a 

relatively small surface area of the column and the anchor shown in images 16&17 

Thus concentrated stress on Cob immediately under the roof ( shown with red in image 2) is: 17.125 psi 

Stress at the bottom due to Cob and roof (shown with blue in image 2) is: 2.28 psi 

This gives a factor of safety of 8.1 

2.2.2 Foundation 

TABLE R401.4.1 
PRESUMPTIVE LOAD·BEARING VALUES OF FOUNDATION MATERIALSa 

LOAD·BEARING 

CLASS OF MATERIAL PRESSURE 

(pounds per square foot) 

Crystalline bedrock 12,000 

Sedimentary and foliated rock 4,000 

Sandy gravel and/or gravel (GW and GP) 3,000 

Sand, silty sand , clayey sand, silty gravel 

and clayey gravel (SW, SP, SM, SC, GM 2,000 
and GC) 

Clay, sandy, silty clay, clayey silt, silt and 
1,500t) 

sandy siltclay (el, ML, MH and CH) 

Image 9: Table R40l.4.l From IRC 2009 Showing load bearing limits of various soils. 

15 

Since we had detennined the stress at the base of the cob to be 2.28 psi which is equivalent to 

328.3 pounds per square foot we can clearly see that the local soil which is mostly composed of clay and 

sand is more than adequate to support the structure. 
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2.2.3 Roof design 

y 

/ 

L-tt---T-'\------O':~ 
~' I~ 

• • 

Image 10: A digital model ofthe roof created in Multiframe 3D 
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Image 11: An actual image of the roof during assembly 

I have decided to use an octagonal design for the roof. Main reason for this is that an 

octagon fits on the circular footprint of the building reasonably well while it is also easily 

manufactured from readily available 2x4 Wooo sections. Roofitselfis supported by 8 4x4 

colunms positioned at the comers of the octagon and 16 2X4 support to each side of the columns 

providing additional support and serving as anchors against mnd uplift (for more detailed 

information see section 2.2.3.6). 



2.23.1 Design Equatioos 

From Awe Notional De,.gn Speafic 2tio ns 2015 

o.,.gn Equation for Bending 

t = M 6M 
• S bd' 

Where 

M is maximum bending moment 

b is the Wldth of the cross section 

d is the depth 0 f the cross section 

0.,. gil Equation for Shear 

f, 

Where 

3V 
2bd 

V is maximum ±tear 

b is the Wldth of the cross section 

d is the depth 0 f the cross sectio n 

DeS1gn Equ2tion for Compress1On 

f = MialI=t 
, " 

Where 

b is the Wldth of the cross section 

d is the depth 0 f the cross sectio n 

18 
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2.2.3.2 Maximum Bending, Shear and Compression due to Load combinations 

Each rafter can be assumed to be a beam with a cantilever end and under unifonnly distributed load and 

an axial load. Formulas for analysis of such a case is provided by Awe. 

Figure 18 Beam Overhanging One Support - Uniformly Distributed Load 

1

==-1 '----: :"1- 1 

w(/:'+ a) ., 

1I1I1I1I II 

R, R, 

I 1+(1-t
l

' ) 1 

v.-~ ~ l v, 
I s~ Iv, 

M, I/ 

I MO~:: IV 1M, 
- c(I - - )--

f, 

v, . 

v, . 

V, (between supporlS ) 

V,, (for overhang) . 

M,('''=f[I -;:ll 

M. (between supports) . 

M., (for overhang) . 

6, (between supports) 

6" ( for overhang) . 

AMERICAN WOOD COI.J',Cll 

= ~(e2_ (l 1 ) 

" 
'" ~(e+(l)2 

" 

= ~«(l - xl)l 
2 

= ~(e4 _ zt1x1 + €xl _ Za I t Z + 2a 1xl ) 
HEll 

Image 12: Excerpt from formulas for analysis of rafters provided by Awe Design Aid NO.6 



Since each rafter is at an angle of22.5 degrees from the horizontal axis we can say that the 

uniformly distributed load w ~ W * cos(22.5) 

And axial load is A ~ W * sin(22.5) * (a + L) 

Where W is the distributed load calculated from load combination 

And L is the length of the rafter between supports 

And a is the length of the rafter that is cantilevered 

For bending: 

We take w ~ W * cos(22.5) ~ 208lbft 

w~208lb ft 

L~4.2 ft a~lft 

Thus from the formulas provided by Awe we find that Max bending moment is M ~ 408.113 lb.ft 

For shear: 

We take w ~ W * cos(22.5) ~ 208lbft 

V 1 ~ 412.0 lb 

V 2 ~ 208.0 lb 

V 3 ~ 461.0 lb 

Thus from the formulas provided by Awe we find that Max shear force is V~46llb 

For compression 

axial load is A ~ W * sin(22.5) * (a + L) ~ 449.81b 

20 



2.2.3.4 Load Adjustments 

Aw e spec1fications allow for certam oojustments to b e made on mammum de,.gn values for 

wo od depending on th e conditi on under v.+tich the memb er is used. Table 4 .3 1 from Awe NDS 2015 

proVided below shows much foctors could be u ""d m bendin g ±tear and compreSSiOn 

Table • . 1.1 .o.ppl i<:abi li\y 01 Adj ustmen t f aclors fo , Saw n Lumbe. 

'" ,= 
o~· 

'\~D ndLRJD 
o.~· 

! ! 
, ! ! • ! I ! , I • ! , 

I I ! ! • ! 
, 

1 • , I 
• I I , ! • l I • • , I , • i ! • , I I • ! 1 • I • , • " , l 

'" • 
r.' - r. • c. C. C, C, C, C. C, C, , 154 0. 85 , 
r; - f , • C. C. C, C, C, , 270 O.BO , 
F.' - f . • C. C. C, C, , 2.&8 0 n , . 
F,' - F, • C. C. C, " C, C, H O 0.90 , 
f <.l: - ru • C. C, C, , " 1.67 0.90 

E' - E • C. C, C, , , 

E ... - .E.a.. • C. C, C, , C, 1.76 0.35 

21 

Image 13. Excerpt from AWe NDS 2015 1001 . 4.3.1 mowmg applicooility of Adjustment foctors 

In this cast 

eM = 1 ,mee rafrers are expected to r=31n dry 

C, = 1 smce rafters are no t exp ecteel to b e ,,-,bj ect to extreme t=per<ttlres 

CL = 1 sm"" rafters are ooeqmt ely supported m l<ted. direction 



C F = 1 for 2x4 cross sections v.iJ.ich are used 1n this proJ eel 

C," = 1 smee no rafters w ere us ed fl at 

C, = 1 ,.n o. no rafters were mClS ed 

C, = 1 1 5 smee rafrefs are 00 out 24 mch e, at the cmter from each other 

Cp is calcuLted through th e eqwt i on 3.7-1 from AWe NDS 2015 shown below 

f. ' - r<le!""'" oom~ """"' ..... ,.... po<aIleI 
to&rainm~"" 1>!r.!~bI<~t

...... r..ct"" ."""'" Co I= 2.3), poi 

F _ 0.822 ~. 

.. (( . / d)' 

< - 011""""",, _ ..... 
< - O.M!", .,...... tim.,.,. poIoos ..... piles 

" - 0 .9 for """" ... <01 tu«t __ «Itimb«, 
5ItUcI"",1 ~_, ond=_ ..... -

And in our case C? = 1 

T~1>1e H' Time (Heel F~or. klLlt f D Only) 

Lo.d COlDbinonoD ' 
l AD 
UD- !.6L + O.~(l."" S or R) 

LID + 1.6(1. or S or R) + (L 0< O.lW) 
UD -+ LOW " L " 0.1(1.. or S or R) 
UD.;. 1.0E + L + O.1S 
0.9D- LOW , 

, .. 
0.1 ",'btu l" from "ocag. 

0.1 wh<n L ;, from ocrupIDCY 
Ul ... bon L IS from ""I"ct' .. .. .. .. 

Image 14 Excerpt from AWe NDS 2015 Table N3 shows the cal culati on for the tim e effect f dor 

22 
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A ~ 0.8 since we expect live load to be from people maintaining the roof 

Adjusting maximum allowable bending stress: 

F'b ~ 2350 * 1.15 * 2.54 * .85 * 0.8 ~ 4667.75 psi 

Adjusting maximum allowable shear stress: 

F'v ~ 175 * 2.88 *.8 * 0.75 ~ 302.4psi 

Adjusting maximum allowable compressive stress: 

F', ~ 1900 * 2.4 * .9 * 0.8 ~ 3283.2 psi 

2.2.3.5 Calculating Maximum stresses at Rafters 

From the design equations in section 2.2.3.2: 

l\1aximum bending stresF fb ~ 133.26psi «4667.75 psi 

this is O.K. with a factor of safety of35 
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Maximum shear stress~ Iv ~ 131.8psi «302.4 psi 

this is O.K. with a factor of safety of 2.3 

Maximum compressive stresF I, ~ 449.8 psi «3283.2 psi 

this is O.K. with a factor of safety of 7.3 

2.2.3.6 Wind 

Our main concern with the wind loads in such a structure is the uplift force created by lateral 

wind loads. In this section I have calculated the expected uplift forces and compared it to the self weight 

of the roof in order to demonstrate the validity of my design 

For simplicity sake we can assume the shape ofthe roofto be a gable in this section. This will 

likely give us an overestimate for wind forces. Since the sunroof is designed to be open we can ignore it 

for the purposes of wind. 

\ 
/ 

~ 

\ ~, A 

/ / 



Image 15: Side view of the roof structure 

On image 15 we can assume that the left side is windward and right side is leeward, which in the end 

doesn't matter because the roofis symmetrical 

2.2.3.6.1 Wind Load Parameters 

FIGURE II- lc 

90(40) 

100(45) 

Special Wind Region 

Notes: 
1. Values are nominal design 3·second gust wind 

speeds In miles per hour (m/5) at 33 ft (10 m) 
above ground for &posure C category. 

2. Unear interpolation between wind contOUB Is 
permitted. 

3. Islands and coastal areas QUtside the fast 
contour shall use the last wind speed eontoor 
of the coastal allla. 

4. Mountainous terrain, gorges, ocean 
promontories, and special wind regions shall 
be examined tor unusual wind candillon5. 

BASIC WIND SPEED ~ MID AHD NORTHERN ATl..ANTlC HURRICANE COASTLINE 

Image 16: Excerpt from ASCE 7-02 Figure 6-1 showing basic mnd speeds across northeastern US 

Basic Wind Speed= 90 mph 

25 



Kd (Wind directionality factor)= 0.85 

I (Category II 1mportance foclof)=! 00 

Surface Roughness and exp o rure Cote gory B 

K., (Topographi c FoctOfF 1 0 

Parti ally enclos ed 

K. (Velocity F!-essure Exp osure Coeffiaenl )= 0.57 

q, "" OJI0256 K._ K" K" Vl t (Ib/fl: ) 

q. =1 0 .04 Ib!ft"2 

Since h"ght<15 ft 

q. = q, =1 0 .04 Ib/ft"2 

GC",_ (Internal P,-"srure Coeffic1ent )= +/- 0.55 

Gel! forwmdward roof= -0.69 

GC", ForLeew,.-d roof=-0.48 

Wind p,-"smre (P) C2<l b e calcuLted as follows 

For wmdw,.-d 

p=-l 2.449 6 Ib/ft"2 

For leew,.-d 

p=_lO.341b/ftA 2 

26 
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2.2.3.6.2 Calculating the uplift on the Roof due to Wind 

Now that we have calculated the wind pressure and it has a negative value we can see that wind wind will 

apply suction of the roof, total force acting on the roof can be calculated by multiplying appropriate p 

values and areas 

Approximate leeward area =Approximate windward area=34.4 J? 

F windward = -428 lb 

F leeward =3551b 

Total uplift force applying on the roofis total=783.7Ib 

Self weight of the roof is 3734lb 

783 lb < 3734lb 

Thus even if the roof was simply resting on the wall, its self weight would be able to hold it anchored in 

place. 

However in order to ensure maximum safety I have devised an anchor at each support in order to hold the 

roof see images 16& 1 7 below. 

Images 16& 1 7 : Show the anchor holding the roof in place before and after assembly 



3 Digital Analysis 

I have used Muitiframe3D software in order to model the roof as a frame and analyze it under the load 

combination we have calculated in section 2.2.4 

3.1 Modeling of the Frame 

28 

I have assumed the frame to be a structure supported by pinned supports and is cormected with 

rigid joints. Since Muitiframe3D does not have properties or sections for wood. I have created a custom 

section for the 2x4 cross sections I have used and defined necessary properties as delineated by A we (see 

image 5). For the input data necessary to to recreate this simulation please refer to the Appendix section. 

Image 18: Shows the model of the roofframe 



3.2 Under Load 

In this section we simulate the behavior of the frame under the load combination calculated in section 

2.2.4. We assume the entire structure to be supported by the rafters. Detailed output files for this 

simulation can be found in the appendix section 

Image 19: Loading diagram for the load combination 

29 
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Image 20: Bending moment development across the rafters due to loading 
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Image 21 :Shear force development across the rafters due to loading 
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• 

• 

Image 22 Defledion due to loading 

4. hnplernentation and Discussion 

In this section I will talk about the process of building the structure and discuss the various 

challenges and learning cppcrlunities it presented. As mentimed in the realistic design com1raints 

section, implementation of this project was extremely labor intensive and often required me to be able to 

change and adapt my design ocder to fit the real situation m site 
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Image 23: Shows the initial state of the stone footing 

For any cob structure a stone footing to isolate the cob from the damp earth is essential. Doing so 

ensures cob can remain dry. I have used leftover stones used for pavements on campus. By sourcing the 

stones locally I was able to cut down costs and make the project more sustainable. 

Image 24: Shows the state of the stone footing 



I have chosen not to use mortar and explore the possibility of using gravity to hold the footing 

together. It was a challenging process and not dissimilar to a 3-D puzzle since each stone had its own 

dimensions and had to fit in the right place. 

Image 25: Process of mixing cob 

34 

I have chosen to use the traditional method for mixing cob. Even though it is much more 

labor intensive compared using modem methods such as a concrete mixer, it is the only way to ensure that 

straw is distributed evenly throughout the cob. Mixing cob in such a large scale was only possible through 

constant help from the community and thus this project became not only about building a cob structure 

but also about building community directly. 
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Image 26: State of the structure after several days worth of cob mixing 

Initially our building speed was limited to about and inch a day, but with practice we were able to 

perfect the small details of the process such as the optimum batch size for mixing and the ability to run 

multiple batches at the same time. 

Image 27: State of the structure right before the roof assembly 
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Image 28&29: Various stages of the roof construction 

I have prefabricated the roof as much as possible in the machine shop in order to minimize the 

use of power tools on site and decrease the impact of this project on Crum Woods as much as possible. In 

the beginning I had very little experience with carpentry and this was a learning process but with some 

trial and error and guidance from both my advisors and J. Johnson I was able to obtain the knowledge 

necessary in order to realize this project relatively quickly. 
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Image 30: Shows the state of the roof immediately after the frame assembly 

Due to the nature of the bolt supports attaching rafters to the columns supporting them I failed to 

obtain the angle my design required and thus I had to adjust it by shortening the rafter lengths. Due to this 

chance I have decided to forgo the use of bracing members connecting the rafters together This was the 

main difference between my theoretical design and actual practical construction as necessitated by 

unforeseen conditions. 
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Image 31: The roof frame was waterproofed through the use of wax treated canvas 

Image 32: Mainly for aesthetic purposes I have decided to use the remaining straw to thatch the roof 

I have decided to waterproof the roof through the use of a water repellent wax treated canvas 

attached to the wood frame through staples. Later, mostly for aesthetic purposes, I have used the 

remaining straw to build a layer of thatch above the canvas. Besides giving it a more natural look I expect 

thatch to protect the canvas from elements such as sun and flying branches. 



Image 33: Final state of the hut 

And finally after about 180 work hours spent by the community, the construction phase of the 

project came to an end. It was an invaluable learning experience for me through which I was able to 

explore technical, artistic and spiritual aspects of building. 

5. Future Expansion 

Even though the process of structural construction is now finished I really hope the structure 

continues to change and evolve as time goes by. Since cob is material that can easily be changed and 

shaped even after it is dry I do hope that the visitors keep adding patterns and artwork on the walls in 

order to make sure the building is constantly evolving. 
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In terms of future expansion there are plenty of opportunities. To list a few, solar panels could be 

added to provide power to the structure and benches could be built either from cob or wood and placed 

inside the structure to maximize the comfort of the occupants. 
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Table AI: Shows the material properties of Southern Pine entered as custom material in Multiframe3D 
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Table A2: Shows the section properties of 2x4 in Multiframe3D 
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Tille A 3: Shows the Jom! Locations 
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